Specialist Renovators & Builders of Custom Designed Homes

Delivering Expert Advice
Personalised Service
Quality Craftsmanship with a
Proven Track Record

Introducing

L.A.K. Constructions Pty Ltd
Building or renovating your home is both challenging and rewarding. Knowing the right
questions to ask and receiving the best advice is essential to a successful renovation
or new build.
At L.A.K. Constructions we work with home owners to help you make informed
decisions. Our goal is to help you achieve a superior renovation or a stylish new build
based on your needs and budget.
Under the directorship of Luke Kruberg, L.A.K. Constructions has been in operation
since 2005. Our dedicated team of experienced carpenters and trade contractors
have been providing our clients with consistent high quality craftsmanship for
many years.
As a specialist company, L.A.K. Constructions focuses on renovating Queensland
style timber homes and building custom designed new homes, predominately in
Brisbane and surrounding suburbs.
We have renovated many Queenslanders with various challenges such as small or
sloping blocks, restricted access or other limitations. We carefully consider heritage
characteristics and skilfully blend old features with new materials to achieve a
seamless transition and contemporary image.
Custom designed new builds, specifically those projects requiring extensive timber fit
outs, are among our finest work. We have experience in using Green Smart Building
practices and recycled materials to produce eco-friendly and functional homes.
Our track record of building stylish quality homes and delivering excellent customer
service speaks volumes of our commitment to our clients and our success.
L.A.K. Constructions is a member of the Queensland Master Builders Association
(QMBA), the Housing Industry Association Ltd (HIA), and is licensed with
QBSA licence No. 1083035.
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Meet TEAM L.A.K.
Director

Luke Kruberg

Foreman and
Onsite Supervisor

Liam Jarvis

Luke brings more than 17 years of experience
from the commercial and residential sectors
to L.A.K. Constructions.

Liam is responsible for day-to-day project
management and maintaining a high level of
quality and safety.

As Director and skilled carpenter, Luke has a passion for
providing an excellent build for our clients. His attention
to detail and high standards of workmanship are evident
in all of our projects. He is heavily involved in the overall
supervision and management of each project to ensure
all aspects of the build are compliant, completed on
time and within budget. Overall, Luke is committed to
maintaining high standards for L.A.K. Constructions and
meeting the expectations of his clients.

Liam has worked in the construction industry for
over 17 years. During this time, he has spent over ten
years working with Luke Kruberg. Liam specialises in
traditional timber homes and has a keen eye for detail
resulting in an excellent finish and craftsmanship. Liam
is approachable and communicates well with our clients
ensuring that all projects run smoothly.

L.A.K. Constructions owes its success to the dedication,
expertise and professionalism of its team.
Our stable team of hardworking professional
carpenters and apprentices have been with us
on average for six years.
By employing highly trained qualified
professionals, we know that your home will be
renovated or built to the highest standard.
We also employ a select group of highly skilled
trade contractors including house raisers,
concreters, plumbers, electricians, plasters,
tilers and painters.
These specialist tradespeople have been
hand-picked by us and understand the strict
quality codes enforced by our company. They
too are committed to delivering professional
service and outstanding workmanship.
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Why Choose L.A.K. Constructions

As a specialist construction company, we’re focused on renovating traditional timber homes and
building new architecturally or custom designed homes, predominately in Brisbane and surrounding
areas. These types of projects require particular expertise and knowledge. In choosing L.A.K.
Constructions, you will be appointing a licensed specialist renovator and builder, highly skilled in
timber work and committed to delivering high-end quality homes.
Our services include:

Your Value-Added Services

>
>
>
>
>
>

At L.A.K. Constructions, we go beyond the standard
services of builders. We see ourselves as partners,
equally invested in your vision, for your new home.
We offer:

Planning and approvals/certification
Renovating and alterations
New construction
House raising
Earthworks and retaining
Greensmart building practices
(renewable energy/solar)
> Swimming pool construction
> Landscaping
> Supply of fittings, fixtures and appliances.

Your benefits include:
>	Ongoing expert advice and consistent first-rate client
service throughout your project
>	A dedicated team of qualified experienced carpenters
and tradesmen
>	Excellent craftsmanship and the best materials to suit
your project and budget
>	Highly ethical workplace practices and a proven safety
track record
> Access to quality products from our suppliers
>	A guaranteed compliant and well-built stylish home.

>	Initial property inspections and consultation of design
concepts or plans
>	Access to specialist advisers and building professionals
including engineers and architects
> Preparation of detailed quotes
>	
Personal consultation to present quote and
answer queries
>	Detailed work schedule to keep you informed on what
is happening and when
>	
Follow up service and advice after hand-over to
ensure you are fully satisfied.
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How We Work with You

Our process

Understanding the building process will help you make timely
and informed decisions. Our job is to guide you through the
process so that together we can achieve the best outcomes.
Design Plans and Quoting

Step

1

We’re happy to look over any property or design plans and give you our advice on
feasibility and costs. When quoting, we use a Quantity Surveyor to provide clients with
a detailed and accurate costing of their project. We will personally go through the quote
with you, to ensure you fully understand all the work involved and associated costs.

The Contract

Step

2

We use Queensland Master Builders or Housing Industry Association contracts which
outline the costs, payment provisions, time allocation and other information. We’re happy to
answer any questions you may have and go through the contract with you.

Approvals and Work Begins

Step

3

L.A.K. Constructions have certifiers and surveyors that we work with on a regular basis to
make the approval process easy and stress-free. Once approvals have been given, work
can commence.
Our Director Luke Kruberg and Foreman Liam Jarvis will closely monitor your project
to ensure that it adheres to our high standards of craftsmanship. Weekly updates and
meetings will be held with you, to inform you of our progress, and to ensure your project
runs smoothly.

Delivery and Follow Up

Step

4

To ensure you are fully satisfied with the quality and finish, our Director, Luke Kruberg will
conduct a final inspection. All certificates will be prepared and submitted to the Certifiers.
As well as our guarantee of satisfaction, your home is covered with the Building Services
Authority under the Home Warranty Insurance Scheme.
Renovating or building can be a stressful and emotional time. L.A.K. Constructions will
ensure that your project is a rewarding experience for you and your family. Our end goal is
to deliver a stylish and functional home that can be enjoyed for years to come.

Our Projects

Stylish Eco-friendly Home at Indooroopilly

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Nestled into the bushland of Mt Cootha, this stunning architecturally designed
eco-resort style home showcases L.A.K. Constructions’ ability to combine recycled
and new materials to produce a contemporary yet earthy appeal.
Designed for both luxury and practicality, L.A.K. Constructions used Green Smart building concepts to
make this home self-sufficient and economical. Features included:
> Efficient Grey water treatment plant
>	Energy saving Solar Power and pool heating
> 50,000L rainwater tanks to maintain gardens and supply toilets.

L.A.K. Constructions’ expertise in handling timber and modern materials, and
managing specialist services produced remarkable design features including:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Unique high ceiling and timber bulkheads as features
Extensive hardwood floors, walls, decks, seating and screens
Stunning polished concrete floors
Utilising existing rock materials into new retaining wall
Impressive 25m lap pool nestled around bushland
Elegant outdoor shower to add that touch of glamour.

This was a large project with 427sqm of living area and a 960sqm block which posed several challenges:
namely, working within the restrictions of the existing block, easement overflow and contours. Using
recycled timber and working with numerous materials and finishes was labour intensive but produced
an excellent result.
L.A.K. Constructions rose to the challenge and worked with the architects to resolve issues as they
occurred without unnecessary delays resulting in the home being completed in 12 months.
The finished project was a luxurious yet eco-friendly home, skilfully integrated into the landscape but
with modern features. They achieved great economy for the owners by utilising Green Smart Building
principles and recycled materials to create a rustic yet contemporary home.

Testimonial
“I was very happy with the overall service from L.A.K. Constructions. Luke is very approachable and
down to earth – a pleasure to deal with. The follow-up from Luke and his team is great – they came out
to do some more work for me 24 months after the date of completion – you just don’t see service like
this anymore. I will be engaging L.A.K. Constructions for any future projects – highly recommended.”
Dr. P Barrett, Indooroopilly
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Grand 1930s Queenslander Retains Character
with Modern twist - Cooparoo

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This charming Queenslander was fully renovated to include additional living
spaces, modern layout and finishes while paying homage to its original 1930s
character features. L.A.K. Constructions carefully blended the old and the new
giving the house a contemporary image with classic Queensland features to suit a
growing family.
The original house required skilful lifting and restumping to allow for a ground level to be designed and
built which complemented the existing structure. Distinctive design features included:
>
>
>
>

Modern Butler’s kitchen, in addition to a striking open-plan kitchen and wine cabinet
Stunning glass balustrading around internal stairs and outside pool areas.
Impressive outdoor covered entertainment area, complete with external kitchenette
Classic timber decks leading to magnificent swimming pool and beautifully landscaped garden area.

This exciting project was not without challenges. Working with a 905sq meter block in Coorparoo required
great attention to detail in construction and landscaping. L.A.K. Constructions had to ensure that the
external character of the existing house was maintained while giving it a modern facelift internally. The
house needed to suit the family’s current needs as well as allow for growth as the children matured.
L.A.K. Constructions completed the renovations in nine months, including raising the house and
modernising 350sqm of internal living space and a further 175sqm external entertainment area.
The result was a delightful yet sophisticated house created by L.A.K. Construction’s skilful craftsmanship
and calculated use of building materials reflecting the era. Internally the house was fresh and
contemporary with a seamless transition to the magnificent outside entertainment areas.

Testimonial
“Luke and his team did an amazing job on the house it was well thought out and functional especially for
our young family. I can’t fault the finish – it is immaculate!
The L.AK. team were professional and worked easily around us, being thoughtful and considerate. No
job was too big or too small. Luke really understood what we needed and was truly wonderful to work
with.” Lori Dhupelia, Coorparoo
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Before

Raising and Moving houses on Small blocks is
No Obstacle - Greenslopes

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

With many families taking advantage of small inner city blocks, ensuring that
renovations comply with Brisbane City Council guidelines is a must. This 1930s
cottage situated on 405sqm needed to be raised and centred to adhere to the
Council’s Small Block Code.
L.A.K. Constructions successfully raised the house 1.2m and then moved it into the centre of the property
with minimal cracking to existing kitchen and living areas. Additional renovations included new master
bedroom and en suite, and pine timber floors through the upper level, glass balustrades and stainless
steel wire barriers with a hardwood timber deck.
The carport required creative design, engineering and careful building as it was positioned over a
sewerage line requiring easy service access.
Although this Greenslopes property is being renovated in phases, the major works have been constructed
proficiently to lay a secure foundation to enable the remainder of the finishes to be completed
successfully.

Testimonial
“L.A.K. Constructions and their team of dedicated carpenters were fantastic. They remained
professional at all times and were good communicators – checking with us at various stages and not
making any assumptions. Our project was on time and within budget.
Luke was great at explaining his quote and ensuring it was very transparent. We had the opportunity to
ask questions and fully understand the process before committing.
Luke’s use of a Quantity Surveyor to prepare the cost estimate ensured we received a detailed estimate
with everything included and no surprises for additional cost part way through the job.
Our renovation included raising our house, ensuring it was centred on the block and extending at the
rear. This meant the interactions with multiple sub-contractors (including pool builders and landscapers)
and Council inspectors were complex. L.A.K. Constructions helped us manage these interactions for the
duration of the project which was a huge help.
We are very happy with the work so far and look forward to completing the next phase with L.A.K.
Constructions.” Mark Pigram, Greenslopes
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Modernised 1940s Cottage Maximises Size and
City Views - norman park

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This demolition protected pre-war cottage on a small 400sqm block in Norman
Park provided an interesting challenge for its owners. With little of the original
house remaining, L.A.K. Constructions worked with the owners and architects to
deliver a modern functional house with character which took full advantage of the
magnificent city views.
Working within the existing footprint, L.A.K. Constructions extended the upper and lower levels using
timber to complement the existing cottage features of the period. Inside the front section of the house
was renovated with VJ timber boards, while the remainder was modernised with fresh plasterboard
finishes to all new areas. Darkly stained blackbutt timber floors created a sensational effect.
Green Smart design features included external awnings and shading to shield the timber deck areas
from excessive heat and sunlight. Extensive LED lighting was installed throughout the house as well
as ducted air-conditioning and water tanks to pump supply to toilets were also included. Extensive
earthworks and timber retaining walls were required. The house was creatively landscaped with timber
stairs and grass to make the most of the garden areas.
The greatest challenge was working within the existing footprint and access to the site as the property
was situated on a hillside. L.A.K. Constructions’ experience and expertise in managing projects on small
blocks greatly assisted them to deliver the project in seven months and within the expected budget.

Testimonial
“We have been back in our home for just over 6 months and we just want to say we are so thankful for
the opportunity we had in renovating our home with L.A.K. Constructions.
From our initial meeting (during the tender process) through to handover, we have been impressed with
Luke and his team’s communication, professionalism and attention to detail.
Our budget and timeline were considered throughout the build and the result was a project that
delivered on-time and within budget.
The quality of the craftsmanship continues to impress us; and our family and friends when they visit!. We
look forward to spending many happy years in our home – thank you for helping us realise our dream.
We have no hesitation in recommending L.A.K. Constructions to anyone considering a building project.
Thanks again.” Rino and Loretta Olivotto, Norman Park
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Our Projects

Traditional Queenslander Reconfigured for
Young Growing Families - hawthorne

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For one young growing family living in a traditional 1930s Queenslander had both
benefits and disadvantages. L.A.K. Constructions were able to take the best
features of Queenslanders and carefully blend in contemporary materials and
fixtures to create a family friendly home.
While the owners loved the traditional VJ walls, verandas and high ceilings, working with the existing
design layout didn’t suit their young family. They needed extra bedrooms all on one level and additional
living space for young boys to run around.
L.A.K. Constructions successfully blended character features such as VJ panelling and pine floors
throughout the extension areas. Small rooms were reconfigured to create open plan living areas and
bedrooms added on both levels. Floor to ceiling glass doors opening onto timber decks continued
the open plan concept and created a pleasurable entertaining area. A stunning new modern kitchen
including butler’s pantry, bathrooms and en suites were added giving both comfort and style.
The main construction challenge was re-using the existing slab for the lower-level renovations which
needed extra engineering support to ensure that maximum use of the space could be made.
L.A.K. Constructions worked closely with architects and engineers to ensure that all design and
engineering briefs were met and work was completed to a high-standard throughout.

Testimonial
“We can highly recommend Luke Kruberg and the L.A.K. Constructions team. They were professional easy to deal with and very accommodating. They took great care with their work and it shows - all the
finishes are of exceptional quality. We found them amazing to work with.
We’re especially pleased that our beautiful Queenslander still kept its character but thanks to L.A.K.
Constructions is much more suitable for our young family.” Dionne Hawley, Hawthorne
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Site and Location Challenges are Well-Managed - Milton

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This Queensland cottage, positioned on a sloping block in a narrow street, is
beautifully renovated with a modern addition for extra open plan living.
The site had a substantial amount of earthworks requiring major retaining walls to accommodate the
extension to the rear of the house. The soil had to be carefully removed as part of the process. This
required careful management as the cottage was located in a densely populated and narrow inner
city street with limited access. To ensure the smooth running of the project, L.A.K. Constructions kept
neighbours regularly informed on activities to enable clear access during construction.
The new addition required large steel portal frames to brace the building and sustain its structure.
The limited access to the site meant that the portal frames had to be manufactured on site using
a crane. This was an extremely sensitive operation which was managed with precision and skill
by L.A.K. Constructions.
The functionality of the Queensland cottage was enhanced by the design of the new addition. The
design incorporated extensive glass windows and louvers allowing natural light and air to flow, creating
an enjoyable open plan living area. Further work included a double garage off street level creating easy
entry to the home.
The upper level of the home includes a mezzanine floor that overlooks the lower level giving a feeling
of space and light.
This charming inner city cottage was transformed into a spacious modern home which still maintains its
Queensland features and character.

Testimonial
“We were incredibly impressed and happy with all of the staff at L.A.K. Constructions. At the beginning
of the project, we felt overwhelmed at the size of the renovation, given we had no prior renovation
experience. However, very quickly Luke and all the team made us feel very comfortable with our
decision to use L.A.K. In all aspects of the renovation Luke was friendly, approachable and honest. At
every stage, it was obvious that his most important concern was that we were happy with the result.
Living in a narrow inner city street, all of the team made an effort to keep our neighbours happy; we
had comments from a number of people on the efficiency, tidiness and professionalism of the worksite.
We have been in the completed house 12 months now and are extremely happy with the result.
We have had a few minor issues which have always been dealt with without question very promptly.
We would unreservedly recommend L.A.K. Constructions to anyone considering renovations.”
Justin & Katie Lorenz, Milton
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1930s Queenslander harmoniously blends in with era
and streetscape - cook st. northgate
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The main architectural challenge for this 1930s property was to maintain the
integrity of the house, true to its original character and street appeal, while raising
the height to achieve greater living space.

Situated on an 800sqm block, this Queenslander was beautifully renovated with modern features
including new kitchen with granite benchtops, master bedroom with en suite, lounge and living areas.
Character features such as existing archways, timber doors and casement windows were retained and a
magnificent leadlight window was rebuilt. New spotted gum timber floors were featured throughout the
house. Sliding stacked doors, made the most of the living area and views which lead onto the beautifully
crafted timber decks.
Green Smart features included solar power, LED lights and ducted air conditioning.
The main challenge was excavating the site to achieve 2.7 m ceilings height and the associated earth
works. The driveway was extremely steep. L.A.K. Constructions team had to construct the driveway to
ensure easy access for vehicles.
Overall, L.A.K. Constructions achieved a great result creating a Queenslander for the 21st century by
successfully blending traditional features with modern finishes. Cook Street, Northgate
The main architectural challenge for this 1930s property was to maintain the integrity of the house, true
to its original character and street appeal, while raising the height to achieve greater living space.
Situated on an 800sqm block, this Queenslander was beautifully renovated with modern features
including new kitchen with granite benchtops, master bedroom with en suite, lounge and living areas.
Character features such as existing archways, timber doors and casement windows were retained and a
magnificent leadlight window was rebuilt. New spotted gum timber floors were featured throughout the
house. Sliding stacked doors, made the most of the living area and views which lead onto the beautifully
crafted timber decks.
Green Smart features included solar power, LED lights and ducted air conditioning.
The main challenge was excavating the site to achieve 2.7 m ceilings height and the associated earth
works. The driveway was extremely steep. L.A.K. Constructions team had to construct the driveway to
ensure easy access for vehicles.
Overall, L.A.K. Constructions achieved a great result creating a Queenslander for the 21st century by
successfully blending traditional features with modern finishes.

Testimonial
We found Luke Kruberg and the L.A.K. Constructions team to be very professional, reliable and easy
to work with. Luke was always readily available to provide advice to achieve the best results. The best
measure of our appreciation for Luke and his team has been our readiness to recommend him to family
and friends without hesitation. Iain Ascough, Northgate
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